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FROM THE PRESIDENT
It's hard to believe that 2016 is almost over! SANDS had a successful year! Our quarterly
meetings were well-attended and well-received - thanks to our speakers, EC members, and
sponsors.
We had a very successful meeting in August! SAS provided three great speakers. SAS also
sponsored an excellent dinner and incredible door prizes and giveaways! Thank you, Andy
Littleton! More than 100 people RSVPed, but some of them didn’t show up to the meeting and
dinner. We need to make sure that we have enough food for everyone but, on the other hand, we
don’t want to waste food. Please let us know if you RSVPed but can’t make to the meeting so we
can get a better estimate about food for dinner.
We’ll have three speakers for our November meeting. In the afternoon, Curtis Smith from the
Defense Contract Audit Agency will provide a workshop on coding solutions for data analytics in
audit and elsewhere. He will then give the featured presentation on overcoming resource
limitations in data analytics in the evening meeting. We’ll have two short talks in the evening
meeting this time: one by Dr. Joey Lin on subpopulation analyses and one by Ed Barber on
displaying records when a unique identifying variable is found more than once. Please find more
details of their presentations on the next few pages. Curtis and Joey have presented at SANDS
meeting multiple times. This will be the first time that our long-time member Ed will be presenting at
our meeting. I would like to encourage more members to present at our SANDS meetings.
The majority of the current SANDS EC members have been supporting SANDS meetings and
activities for almost ten years. We have four quarterly meetings every year and there is a lot of
work involved. All EC members have jobs while also contributing to SANDS. I really appreciate
the effort and time that they put in making SANDS one of the best local user groups in the world.
We always need more members who can volunteer some of their time to help SANDS serve our
local SAS user community better. EC members have discussed reducing the number of meetings
every year from four to two: one meeting around May, and the other meeting around November.
This way, EC members won’t get burned out after serving in the EC for so long. Please send us
your thoughts. Better yet, please join our EC and help share some of the workload.
I’d like to take this opportunity to give thanks to our sponsors and advertisers. SANDS
meetings are held with no cost to our members because of their generous sponsorship. Thank you,
SANDS EC and Pfizer!
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting! - Wei Cheng
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SANDS
ME E TI N G A G E N D A - N O V E M B E R 9 , 2 0 1 6
Location: Building CB2, Room 1110 - RSVP Now!

Time

Session

3:00 - 5:00

Workshop: Coding Solutions for Data Analytics in Audit and Elsewhere - Curtis A. Smith

5:15 - 5:45

Dinner / Networking

5:45 - 6:00

Welcome / SANDS Business - Wei Cheng

6:00 - 7:00

Featured Presentation: Overcoming Resource Limitations in Data Analytics - Curtis A. Smith

7:00 - 7:30

Short Talk: Subpopulation Analyses: A Case Study - Joey Lin

7:30 - 8:00

Short Talk: Displaying Records When a Unique Identifying Variable is Found More Than Once – Ed Barber

8:00 - 8:15

Stump the Programmer and Coders’ Corner - Wei Cheng

8:15 - 8:30

Door Prizes and Giveaways
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Need Help with
SAS or Math?
Algebra
Geometry
Trigonometry
Pre-Calculus
Calculus
Discrete Math
Linear Algebra
Differential
Equations
Number Theory

SAT Math
ELM Exam
GRE Math
GMAT Math
TEAS Math

Call or text Archie at 858-633-8486 or email
info@askawaytutoring.com

Ask A Way Tutoring
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www.synchrony-solutions.com
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- S P E A KE R B IO S A N D A B S T RA C T S

Curtis A. Smith
Defense Contract Audit Agency
Curtis Smith works for the Defense Contract Audit Agency at its headquarters as a Data Analytics Program Manager. He has also served the
taxpayers as an office manager, as a supervisor, as an IT Technical Specialist, and as an auditor. In his various jobs, he has performed audits
of business systems, analyzed IT systems, gained access to those systems, and audited the electronic data contained within those systems.
Curtis’ data analytics tool of choice is, of course, SAS. In his job capacities, Curtis frequently makes presentations within the government and
to outside organizations, including SANDS, WUSS, and SUGI. Curtis has a Bachelor’s degree in business from California State University Long
Beach and a Master’s degree in Policy Management from Georgetown University.
Coding Solutions for Data Analytics in Audit and Elsewhere
Data analytics has a place in many professions, including audit. While some data analytics enthusiasts may not be in the noble profession of
auditing, the techniques useful to audit are also useful for analyzing all kinds of data to find interesting trends and anomalies, regardless of the
profession. While SAS has many marvelous procedures for making data analytics easy, frequently the data needs some coercing first. Join me for an
in-depth exploration of some of the coding solutions that I use to get my data analytics jobs done. Spoiler alert: have you ever had leading zeros in
critical variables stripped away when you import data from external sources? Ugh - what to do...
Overcoming Resource Limitations in Data Analytics
Data analytics has a place in many professions, including audit. While some data analytics enthusiasts may not be in the noble profession of
auditing, they may still find themselves running out of computing resources when analyzing hordes of data. If you are involved in analyzing data
from external sources, then you know that the volume of data continues to grow. And, while storage space and memory is relatively inexpensive, you
may frequently find yourself running out of the precious resources that are available to you. Join me as I share old tricks that are back in vogue and
will help you overcome pesky resource limitations. Buckle your seat belts and don’t blink, because we will cover a lot, quickly!

Joey Lin
San Diego State University
Dr. Joey Lin is the Associate Chair of Statistics in the Department of Mathematics & Statistics and also the co-director of the Statistical
Consulting Center at San Diego State University. He has been using SAS for more than 25 years. He teaches SAS programming and data
management courses at SDSU regularly and has inspired students to become SAS programmers. He also uses SAS as his primary
computational tool for his research.
Subpopulation Analyses – A Case Study

To identify a subpopulation that a treatment may have an effect is a complicated and detailed process. Prognostic modeling that has
been used with one or a few potential predictors at a time often induces confounding or multiplicities resulting in misinterpretation or
highly inflated Type I error, respectively. Comprehensive modeling with traditional statistical methodology (such as parametric
regression) with many predictors is often impractical due to curse of dimensionality and may suffer from multicollinearity. In this
presentation, I will briefly demonstrate a two-stage approach for building a prognostic model. First, we will use Random Forest to identify
important predictors from a set of large number of potential predictive variables. Then, we will adopt classical statistical methods, such as
regression (Logistic & Cox) methods to build a parsimonious but comprehensive prognostic model.
Ed Barber
Ed Barber has been using SAS since 1987 in various health care venues.
Displaying Records When a Unique Identifying Variable is Found More Than Once
Often when compiling clinical data, exactly one record per identifying variable is necessary. This could be an encounter identifier. Inappropriate use
of SQL to combine relational databases can result in more than one record with the unique variable. This presentation will show a macro solution to
display such records.
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TIPS FOR USING A DATA WAREHOUSE
In our last episode, we explored a method for rearranging our data so we can easily analyze it. This time, we will explore an easy way to
use SAS Enterprise Guide to create a data dictionary of our SAS data sets.
You may use SAS Enterprise Guide only as a tool for rapid application development (like I do), or you may use SAS Enterprise Guide as
your primary means to analyze data using SAS. Either way, you can use SAS Enterprise Guide to easily access metadata about your existing
SAS data sets that you can capture to start building a data dictionary. Here’s how. While in SAS Enterprise Guide, open your existing SAS data
set into an existing or a new project. With the object icon for the SAS data set visible in your project, right-click on the icon and select
Properties.

Once the dialogue window opens, in the upper left, select the item Columns. Then, find the button in the lower right corner for “Copy to
clipboard” and press it.
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Then, toggle over to your favorite spreadsheet program and click into an empty cell and press the Edit\Paste option. (Or, you could
create a table in your favorite word processor.) All of the glorious metadata about your SAS data set variables will be pasted into your
spreadsheet. In your data dictionary spreadsheet, you can then add your own columns and rows to store additional metadata. For example,
most of my data comes from a company’s accounting system. But, I also create my own variables for various analyses. For example, I may
create a ratio variable to store the dividend of the dollars divided by the quantity. So, I like to add a column to my data dictionary
spreadsheet to indicate where the variable came from: either the accounting system or from me. But wait...there’s more. If you act now, there
is more metadata that you can capture.
Going back to SAS Enterprise Guide, you can find other useful metadata, such as the number of observations, number of columns, and
some general information. With the properties dialogue window still open, simply select the item Advanced to reveal more useful information.
Unfortunately, you cannot use your mouse to drag over the values to copy and paste back to your data dictionary spreadsheet - you will have
to use the analog method of actually typing.

What useful metadata can you find when you select the item General? You would have to find out for yourself...
You can get more help on SAS Enterprise Guide by searching the Internet and you might find some useful user group conference papers
written by SANDS and WUSS authors!
Next time we will explore...well, I’m not sure what we will explore, but it will be interesting.
Thanks for reading.
Curtis A. Smith
DoD Project Manager
ca.smith86@att.net

SANDS Sponsorship
We would like to thank Pfizer for having once again generously provided our meeting room.It is our
sponsors who make it possible for us to hold our meetings free of charge so, at the event, please do let
sponsor representatives know how much you appreciate their support. If your company would like to
sponsor SANDS activities, please contact the SANDS sponsorship coordinators, Tyler Smith and Vivian
Huang.
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KIRK’S KORNER:
EXPLORING THE HTMLSCROLL TAGSET TO CREATE CUSTOM HTML
SCROLLING OUTPUT
SAS Institute provides a number of tagsets, or templates, which define how to produce a markup language of tags and format codes for
the purpose of defining output layout and content. Specified with the ODS Tagset statement, markup language output is created from Output
Delivery System. This quick and simple SAS tip highlights the steps to list the available tagsets by name, to view the HTMLSCROLL tagset
source code, and to create custom scrolling HTML output with the HTMLSCROLL tagset using built-in hyperlinks.
View a List of Available Tagsets by Name:
proc template;
list tagsets;
quit;

SAS Results Viewer Output:

View Tagsets.HTMLSCROLL Source Code:
proc template;
source tagsets.htmlscroll;
quit;
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Tagsets.HTMLSCROLL Source Code in SAS Log:
define tagset tagsets.htmlscroll;
mvar scroll_batch_size scroll_long_table_length scroll_control_images;
define event set_scroll_options_default;
set $default_scroll_batch_size "8";
set $default_scroll_long_table_length "(2*batch_size)+1";
unset $default_scroll_control_images;
end;
parent = tagsets.html4;
end;

Create Scrolling HTML Output with Tagsets.HTMLSCROLL:
ods tagsets.htmlscroll file="e:\htmlscroll.html";
proc report data=sashelp.cars;
column Make Model Cylinders Horsepower;
define make
/ display;
define model
/ display;
define cylinders
/ display;
define horsepower / display;
title1 'HTMScroll Tagset';
run;
quit;
ods tagsets.HTMLSCROLL close;

Scrolling HTML Output Results:

Kirk Paul Lafler
Senior SAS Consultant, Application Developer, Entrepreneur, Educator and Author
Software Intelligence Corporation
E-mail: KirkLafler@cs.com
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/KirkPaulLafler
Twitter: @sasNerd
Google Search Complete!
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SANDS Membership
Membership in the San Diego SAS Users Group, Inc. (SANDS) provides an opportunity for SAS users
to meet and keep updated on SAS issues. Seminars and presentations allow SAS users to gain knowledge
with little or no cost. It is also an opportunity for consultants and prospective employees to meet possible
employers, and companies to show their SAS-related products and host a meeting. We welcome those
interested in giving presentations and writing articles for the newsletter. Presently, there is no charge to
attend our meetings or to receive our newsletter; small fees may be asked for some special functions or
workshops.
The SANDS membership list is not given out to others and is used only to disseminate SANDS related
business, such as newsletters or special announcements. Those wishing to sell their products or services
have the opportunity to advertise in the newsletter at reasonable rates.
To become a member, please email the following to Cathy Liu: Name, Title, Organization, Telephone,
E-mail, Fax, Address, Work or Home indicator, Computer Platform, SAS version, and SAS related areas of
interest.

Stump the Programmer #77
by Art Carpenter
Math Groups
Not all arithmetic operations are commutative. Addition and
subtraction are such that their operations can be performed in any
order. This does not seem to be the case for the three assignment
statements in this DATA step. Or is it?
What values do you anticipate will be displayed in the SAS Log for
each of the three variables?
Would changing the order of the values result in different values?
Of special concern is the minus sign in the calculation of NEG and
NEG2. Are the results for these variables anticipated?
data math1;
mult = 5+2*6;
exp = 5**2+6;
neg = -5**2+6;
put 'Math 1 results:';
put (_all_) (=/);
run;
data math2;
mult = 6*2+5;
exp = 6+5**2;
neg = 6+-5**2;
neg2 = 6-5**2;
put 'Math 2 results:';
put (_all_) (=/);
run;
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Data Explorations
Data Management & Analyses for Biological,
Ecological & Health Sciences.
SAS® Programming Services: Extensive experience
with SAS macros, SAS/STAT®, SAS/GRAPH®, SAS/AF®,
SAS/FSP®, & SAS Component Language.

Statistical and data analysis support for clinical trial studies.
Data entry and reporting systems. Application Development.
Database conversion services. SAS Training services.
Experimental Design and Data Management.
Data Explorations is a SAS Alliance Affiliate MemberTM with
SAS Advanced Certified Professionals.

Art Carpenter & Richard Smith - Partners
(907) 865-9167 Art
(760) 613-5373 Richard

Art:
Richard:

Email:
Web:

Art@DataXplorations.com
RSmith@DataXplorations.com
RSmith@DataXplorations.com

http://www.DataXplorations.com
http://www.DataXplorations.com
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Map to Pfizer La Jolla Campus
CB2
(VISITORS Check In)

CB2

10770 Science Center Drive
San Diego, CA 92121

CB1
VISITORS PARKING
Please Check-In with Security
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Genesee Ave.

Directions to the Campus Buildings

Genese
e Ave.

Please refer all Contractors and Visitors that will be visiting
CB1-CB6, CB10 or The Pfizer Incubator to the CB2 Visitors Check-in Center.

A photo ID is required for visitor check in.

Groups of 15 or more will check-in at the lobbies of the buildings visited.
Visitors should arrive 15 to 20 minutes early to allow enough time for check-in.
From San Diego International Airport.
Follow signs to I-5 North.
Proceed on I-5 North for approx. 10 miles.
Exit I-5 at Genesee Ave. and make a left at the stop light.
Make a right at the second stop light which will be Science Center Drive.
CB2 Visitors Center is located at the end of the cul-de-sac.
Visitor Parking is to the left. Please follow Visitors Signs.
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S A N D S EX EC UTIV E C O M M ITTEE
ELECTED OFFICERS
President • Wei Cheng
Vice-President • Archie Medrano
Secretary/Treasurer • Song Lin
Advertising Coordinators • Tyler Smith & Vivian Huang
Ty pe

Dimensions (w x h)

Cost

Business Card

3.5” x 2”

$25

Quarter Page

3.5” x 4.5”

$50

Half Page

7” x 4.5”

$125

Full Page

7” x 9”

$225

Note: Prices may change without notice. Additional fees may be charged if modifications are needed. For verification of current
prices and/or to send ads in PDF format, please contact Tyler Smith and/or Vivian Huang.

Catering Coordinator • Vivian Huang
Facilities Coordinators • Ren-Yu Tzeng & Yiyun Tang
Job Bank Coordinator • Jia Hu
Membership Coordinators • Cathy Liu
SAS Institute Liaison • Andrea Littleton
Speaker/Program Coordinator • Kirk Paul Lafler
Sponsorship Coordinators • Vivian Huang & Tyler Smith
Members At-Large • Scott Leslie, Charlie Shipp
Newsletter Editor/Webmaster • Archie Medrano
The SANDS newsletter is published quarterly and distributed to members by e-mail. The SANDS EC team appreciates the efforts of
all contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be possible. We are always looking for volunteers to contribute original
content to the quarterly newsletter. If you have ideas or suggestions for the newsletter, please share them with us. We would love
to hear them! Newsletter text not otherwise indicated was written or edited by the Editor. Please send any questions or comments
to the Editor.
SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the
USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration.
Websites:

sandsug.org

sascommunity.org
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